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IN 1889, LE V SH T E R N B E R G, a Russian law student who had been exiled to Sakhalin

Island for his participation in an anti-tsarist terrorist organization, met a Gilyak man

on the street in the small Sakhalin town of Aleksandrovsk. “I saw a disheveled Gilyak

shaman,” he entered in his fieldnotes, “with matted gray hair and a strange cordial

smile. Small boys surrounded him, shouting ‘Look at the old shaman, he’ll tell your

f o rt u n e ! ’ ”1 S h t e rn b e rg didn’t know how to respond, but he re m e m b e red the shaman’s

e x p ression as he walked by. So began one of Russia’s most famous ethnographic

encounters. From that first meeting, Shternberg went on to produce a corpus of writ-

ing on Gilyak life that easily compares to Franz Boas’ “five-foot shelf” on the Kwa-

kiutl and Bronislaw Malinowski’s epics from the Trobriands. Like his foreign col-

leagues, he has enjoyed the reputation as a famous ancestor for the generations of

anthropologists he trained and influenced. Yet, looking back on Shternberg’s work

today, what perhaps stands out is not even just what he wrote, but how his work has

come to mean so many different things to so many. Shternberg’s Social Organiza -
tion of the Gilyak, his most extensive work in English translation, began as a spirit-

ed defense of the idea of group marriage first put forth by the American ethnologist

Lewis Henry Morgan. To Shternberg’s students and colleagues in late imperial and

early Soviet Russia, it became a model ethnography for a nascent field. For Soviet

social engineers in an age of rising Stalinism, it became a chronicle of everything that

needed to be eradicated from Gilyak life. And for Gilyaks themselves, Shternberg’s

Social Organization articulated with strange prescience a politics of primitive com-

munism that influenced how others viewed them for decades.

Who was Lev Shternberg? Born in a small town in Ukraine in 1861, he began

his career in the radical Russian movement, Narodnaia Volia [The People’s Wi l l ] ,

advocating violence in the service of the Russian socialist cause. When banished for

his activism to Sakhalin Island on Russia’s Pacific coast in 1889, he turned exile to

advantage in 8 years of ethnographic research. Together with colleagues Vladimir

Bogoraz and Vladimir Iokhel’son, he became a popularizer of the long-standing but

little-known Russian tradition of protracted, polyglot field studies. He was a scholar

1 Shternberg, Giliaki, orochi, gol’dy, negidal’tsy, ainy (Khabarovsk: Dal’nevostochnoe knizhnoe

gosurdarstvennoe izdatels’tvo, 1933), xiii.



of kinship, religion, and psychology. A passionate and charismatic teacher, he trained

the Soviet Union’s first generation of ethnographers. An energetic institution builder,

he oversaw the transformation of St. Petersburg ’s Museum of Anthropology and

Ethnography (the Kunstkamera) into one of the world’s leading ethnographic collec-

tions. So, at the turn of the century, when American anthropologist Franz Boas was

looking to build the publications of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition (1897–1902),

it was not surprising that the St. Petersburg museum recommended Shternberg as

one of their most promising ethnographers.

The Jesup Expedition, organized in early 1897, was named after its leading

p a t ron, the American banker Morris Jesup. One of the late, great expeditions of

American anthro p o l o g y, and surely one of the most ambitious, it was the first to

investigate the origins of Amerindian peoples by drawing on ethnographic data fro m

both the Russian and American North Pacific Rim.2 Though the primary expeditions

had already been funded, Boas was looking for an ethnographer to write on Sakhalin

and the Amur when Shtern b e rg came to the American Museum of Natural History

in New York in 1905. He and Boas struck a deal. Shtern b e rg was to write a book

based on his 1890s fieldwork among Sakhalin and Amur Gilyaks, a little-known

g roup of just under 5000 people. It was an agreement that outlasted the first targ e t

publication date of 1907, and an agreement that outlasted both men. Delayed at fir s t

by the slow pace of writing and revision, The Social Organization of the Gilyak n a v-

igated its way through Shtern b e rg ’s active work in Russian Jewish rights, World Wa r

I, the October Revolution, the Russian Civil Wa r, Shtern b e rg ’s death in 1927, fund-

ing strains at the American Museum of Natural History in the 1930s, Boas’ death

in 1942, and finally a Cold War that did little to permit the international scholar-

ship that had given the Jesup Expedition its original verve. Nine decades, eight edi-

tors, and eleven translators later, Shtern b e rg ’s English language text comes to light

in this volume.3

S h t e rn b e rg ’s Social Org a n i z a t i o n , then as now, began as a central contribu-

tion to North Asian ethnography, but in its theory and argument it came to re p re-

sent much more than that. When Shtern b e rg was first sent to Sakhalin in 1889, he

had gained a cursory education in kinship theory and evolutionism from a fellow

prison inmate in Odessa who had read him aloud Friedrich Engels’ book The Ori -
gin of the Family, Private Pro p e rty and the State. The book was a detailed com-

m e n t a ry on American scholar Lewis Henry Morg a n ’s work on kinship systems and

the rise of civilization, and its influence over Shtern b e rg lasted throughout his

c a re e r. When Shtern b e rg began his studies of the local Gilyak population on

Sakhalin in 1891, he wrote excitedly to his friend Moisei Krol’, “I’ve found a kin-

ship terminology and clan system just like that of the Iroquois and the famous

Punalua family of the Sandwich Islands, in a word, remains of the marriage form

M o rgan based his theory on . . . . At first I was scared to believe it . . . but as I went

f rom yurta to yurta and from family to family making my census, I asked every o n e
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how various kin members are called and who has rights to whom. Then I became

c o n v i n c e d . ”4

From his fieldnotes, it is clear that Shternberg was excited by his discovery, one

that eventually led him on a theoretical excursion through the rise of restricted cro s s -

cousin marriage.5 Scholars from Morgan to Rivers to Engels and Freud had postulat-

ed an evolutionary paradigm of human social organization, beginning with incest,

leading to a generalized “cousin marriage” or “sister-exchange,” and later to the kind

of more complex systems such as the form of matrilateral cross-cousin marr i a g e

Shternberg describes in this volume (see especially Chapter 8). With Morgan’s theo-

ries of group marriage coming under attack, first from the Scottish juror J. S. McLen-

nan in the 1890s and later more subtly from Boas himself, Shternberg saw the Social
O rg a n i z a t i o n manuscript as a detailed defense of Morg a n ’s arguments. As Shtern b e rg

writes in Chapter 9 of this volume, “What Morgan based on speculation, we find fully

realized among the Gilyak.” He offered an emblematic illustration of the role of the

mother’s brother in the generalized exchange of women, and an early milestone in

the development of prescriptive alliance theory.

For these reasons, the publication of Shtern b e rg ’s manuscript is all to the good.

But what actually did Shtern b e rg discover? To be sure, in Shtern b e rg ’s time, Gilyaks

used formal terms of address that were complex enough to confuse even themselves,

and that re q u i red a lifetime for mastery. But did this constitute, in the very confid e n t

way we find in Social Org a n i z a t i o n , such a juridical edifice? As David Schneider once

w rote, whether we are reading Evans-Pritchard or Lévi-Strauss, Meyer Fortes or Edmund

Leach, the tremendous constructedness of the kinship idiom rarely comes into play.

F o rtes says quite clearly that for the Tallensi the ideology of kinship is so

dominant that all other modes of relationship are assimilated to that ide-

o l o g y. Leach aff i rms that kinship is not a thing in itself but rather a way

of thinking about the rights and usages with respect to land for the villages

of Pul Eliya. They were there. They saw it. They talked to the natives. But

just what did Fortes and Leach and Evans-Pritchard actually see and hear?6

Schneider’s work, along with other critiques of kinship that followed Rodney Need-

h a m ’s cardinal 1971 collected volume, has not diminished kinship’s role within

anthropological thought so much as return us to the roots of kinship studies as a

metaphor for anthropology itself.7 Reading Shternberg today, a hundred years after
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his fieldwork, we have cause to reflect on his answers to some of Schneider’s ques-

tions, for whether the anthropological reader has ever heard of Gilyaks or not, Gilyak

kinship will be both strange and familiar. On the one hand, after a dizzying round of

explanation in Chapter 8, Shternberg concedes that “for the European,” the language

of Gilyak kinship “naturally produces a sense of total confusion.”8 But it is also a

language that became emblematic of anthropology’s efforts across the 20th century

to systematize our knowledge of other worlds. In the post-Soviet age, we can also

reflect on Shternberg’s work along with Gilyak readers (Nivkhi, by modern nomen-

clature) and ask how they look back on their own century of being represented both

inside and outside anthropology’s purview.9

This English-language volume of Shtern b e rg ’s work takes a long-ago translated

English typescript from the archives of the Department of Anthropology of the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History, editing it for consistency with a handful of other Russ-

ian editions and making many new additions. These new portions include glossaries,

a Shtern b e rg time line, maps, expository footnotes, an Afterw o rd incorporating 1995

re t rospective interviews with Gilyak (Nivkh) women on Sakhalin, archival notes, an

i n t e rview with one of Shtern b e rg ’s former students, and a bibliography. Readers look-

ing for a full account of the manuscript’s odyssey through editing, near releases, and

t r a n s f o rmations since 1905 may wish to start with the story as it unfolds in the arc h i v a l

notes in Appendix A. In the meantime, I begin with Shtern b e rg himself.

TH E RO U T E T O SA K H A L I N

Lev (Khaim) Iakovlevich Shternberg was born on May 4, 1861, in the Ukrainian town

of Zhitomir. His childhood friend Moisei Krol’ remembers their Jewish neighbor-

hood as crowded, with rundown, one-story wooden homes, and his young compan-

ion Lev as energetic but intensely shy with strangers.10 Their early life, as recounted

by Krol’, was filled with books, camaraderie, and a powerful mix of Judaism and mys-

ticism. Zhitomir itself was isolated for that time, located some 30 miles from the

nearest railroad and without a dominant industry. By the time of Krol’ and Shtern-

berg’s adolescence, however, Krol’ paints a quiet, provincial life grown increasingly

turbulent with the disappearances and arrests of older friends who had left Zhitomir

to take part in revolutionary activities.

In the 1870s and early 1880s, much of Russian politics oscillated between the

autocratic, often repressive rule of the immense state bureaucracy and expectations

for political reform brought on by the emancipation of the serfs in 1861. The events

of 1861 captured the imagination of many of Russia’s urban intellectual classes,

beginning a tradition of populist intervention in the lives of the empire ’s underc l a s s e s
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that would eventually greatly influence Shternberg. Before and after the emancipa-

tion, the Russian writers Aleksandr Herzen and Nikolai Chernyshevskii sent thou-

sands of urban intelligentsia, “critically thinking people,” peregrinating across the

Russian countryside to appreciate, and more importantly educate, Russia’s “soulful”

peasantry. The belief was that these encounters between city and country [khozh -
deniia v narod] would strengthen and advance Russia’s famous tradition of commu-

nal organization, the peasant mir.11 By the 1870s, Russia’s urban intellectual classes

took to the countryside in unprecedented numbers, with over 200 groups from Euro-

pean Russia’s 51 administrative regions [guberniia] taking part in this rural invasion

in 1874 alone. However, the urban activists were divided over both goal and method,

and by the end of the 1870s, two distinct factions had formed. One favored working

through small-scale, incremental gestures advanced by propagandists living in local

villages, while another militated for higher profile political acts against the state in
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the cities.12 Shternberg and Krol’ inherited both of these traditions when they joined

the movement’s second faction, Narodnaia Volia [The People’s Will], upon entering

St. Petersburg University in 1881, months after the group had made an attempt on

the life of Tsar Aleksandr II.

Historians have looked back upon Narodnaia Volia through many lenses. Early

Bolshevik revolutionaries embraced their use of violence in the defense of the work-

ing class, whereas imperial Russian liberals saw them as noble but quixotic men

of dangerous means.1 3 N o t a b l y, however, as Christoph Gassenschmidt has arg u e d ,

the group also served as a channel for Jewish political activism; up to 25 percent 

of Narodnaia Volia membership in some regions was of Jewish origin, and five out 

of the seven leaders of the movement were prominent Jewish activists.1 4 A l t h o u g h

the government tracked the gro u p ’s membership at 500, mostly in Ukraine 

and along the Volga, its real numbers were likely 10–20 times that, with police

re c o rds counting over 8000 arrests of the gro u p ’s members between 1881 and 1883 

a l o n e .1 5

Along with a young Vladimir (Natan) Bogoraz, Shternberg and Krol’ became

members of Narodnaia Volia’s “Central Student Circle” in 1881. Yet, by 1882, the

movement was already in decline under government siege. By the end of their first

year in St. Petersburg, police sent Shternberg and Krol’ back to Ukraine for having

participated in student demonstrations. Shternberg enrolled in law at Novorossiisk

University in Odessa a year later, continuing to rise within the movement’s ranks

and becoming editor of its journal, Vestnik Narodnoi Voli.16
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For Shtern b e rg the risks in such work were evident. Between 1879 and 1883,

amidst thousands of arrests, the government held over 70 trials to indict Naro d n a i a

Volia members, sending some 2000 people to prison. Authorities arrested Shtern b e rg

himself in April of 1886 after police exposed an elderly female street vendor he 

had re c ruited for the distribution of literature .1 7 S h t e rn b e rg spent 3 years in the

Odessa Central Prison before the court sentenced him to 10 years of exile on Sakhalin

I s l a n d .

S h t e rn b e rg ’s prison diaries from the years 1887 and 1888, 14 notebooks now pre-

s e rved in the Archive of the Russian Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg, are docu-

ments that astonish for the range of acquired languages and literatures occupying

S h t e rn b e rg while in confin e m e n t .1 8 Long passages in Russian, Yiddish, English, and

F rench, interspersed with Italian vocabulary lists, fill the pages stamped by prison cen-

sors. Many of Shtern b e rg ’s entries are excerpts from Shakespeare, Milton, Mill, Machia-

velli, and, perhaps all too aptly for his imminent sentencing, Robinson Cru s o e .1 9 B y

the tone of the entries, the prison years were a painful, introspective period that re c a l l e d

his childhood in Zhitomir as formative for his later intellectual life. Shtern b e rg wro t e ,

My education was an imperfect one, though my family gave me more

than I could ever absorb. From the ages of five to twelve, I studied the

Hebrew language and religion. These years were decisive. I was deprived

of all joys of youth, and the lasting impressions of these years are moral

ones. Conversations on morality and learning were among the only I had.

Sad and hollow . . . . Instead of novels, I studied philosophy and history,

c reating a chasm between myself and my school friends. I condemned

them, and in turn was mocked by them. Even those that liked me took

issue with my company, for I was strange to all . . . . That position imbued

me with an inexpressible bitterness.20
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M o re important than reading Robinson Cru s o e , h o w e v e r, was Shtern b e rg ’s fir s t

encounter Friedrich Engels’ book, The Origin of the Family, Private Pro p e rt y, and the
State. Much folklore surrounds what became, at least for later Soviet biographers, a

decisive event in Shtern b e rg ’s life. Shtern b e rg ’s student Erukhim Kreinovich wrote that

S h t e rn b e rg had to learn German in prison in order to read Engels himself, while others

suggest that Shtern b e rg had someone read the German edition aloud to him in Russian

t r a n s l a t i o n .2 1 Our only hint from Shtern b e rg ’s archive comes after Shtern b e rg arr i v e d

on Sakhalin, when he wrote of “relaxing in the evenings with the U r s p ru n g .”2 2 T h a t

the U r s p ru n g in question might have been Engels’ U r s p rung der Familie, des Privatei -
gentums und des Staats is an inviting but unnecessary leap; Shtern b e rg ’s formal ethno-

graphic work, soon to begin, made it clear that he had Engels and Morgan on his mind.

* * * * *

The Sakhalin of Shternberg’s day bore the marks of a somewhat recent territo-

rial acquisition by Russia. Both Russia and Japan had been making claims to the

island since the 1850s, when Russian governmental presence on Sakhalin became a

re a l i t y. The Treaty of St. Petersburg in 1875 formally put Sakhalin into Russian

hands. Its turbulent waters and rocky shores made the island’s economy suffer by con-

trast with the booming Primor’e region on the mainland. Instead, with so many folk-

loric visions of Siberia predicated on distance, Sakhalin took on the reputation as one

of the most distant outposts of all. At some 6500 km and eight time zones from the

Russian capital, Sakhalin remained farther from Petersburg than Newfoundland.

Despite its most northerly tip being on the same latitude as Hamburg or Dublin, Mus-

covites from a hundred years ago through to the close of the Soviet period could

receive northern hardship pay for taking jobs there. Despite being only 50 km north

of Japan, it is thought of more often not as the Far East but “the Uttermost East,” or

more commonly, “the end of the world.”23 After his restless journey to the island in

1890, Anton Chekhov began a tradition of prosaic exaggeration about the island’s

isolation, declaring “This is where Asia ends,” at “the end of the world,” despite the

fact that the booming city of Vladivostok lay only a few hundred miles to the south-

west.24 Following Chekhov, it was a matter of course that when the Polish geogra-

pher Ferdinand Ossendowski visited Sakhalin in 1905 he dubbed it “The Banished

Island” and, in turn, “The Inaccessible Shore.”25

Given these impediments to more rapid colonization, the island’s indigenous

Gilyaks initially fared somewhat better than, for example, their counterparts in nort h-

western Siberia such as the Nenets or the Ostiak (Khanty), whom Russians had been
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actively colonizing since the 15th century. However, these literal and metaphoric dis-

tances turned against the local island populations in the latter half of the century

when the tsarist administration saw in Sakhalin the perfect outpost for its growing

exiled population. Officials began considering the penal colony idea in 1870, and by

1881 had established the island prison system. The tsar accorded Sakhalin its own

g o v e rn o r, and from 1884 onward over 1000 exiles were shipped to Sakhalin each year.

“By 1888 Sakhalin had become,” in the words of George Kennan, “the largest and

most important penal establishment in Siberia.”26 Indeed, although exiles were ban-

ished all across Siberia during the tsarist and Soviet periods, often to places even far-

ther than Sakhalin, such as Chukotka or Kamchatka, the island’s choppy seas and

perceived isolation made it one of the most dreaded of exile destinations. Any man

with a sentence of more than 2 years and 8 months could be sent to Sakhalin, as could

any woman under the age of 40 with a sentence of 2 years or more. Exiled political

agitators of any stripe were sent automatically.27 The writer James McConkey notes

that by the end of the 19th century Sakhalin had, through the eyes of its Russian pris-

oners, become synonymous with hopelessness, bestial callousness, moral depravity,

obliteration of the self, despair, and miasma.28

In March of 1889, Shternberg sailed from Odessa to Sakhalin on the ship Peter -
burg. Although Shternberg later posted a comforting letter to his parents about the

voyage, Ossendowski’s account of the passage he made on the same boat 16 years later

offers us a stark description.

Russian ships used to sail from Odessa to the western shore of Sakhalin two

or three times a year, ships that wore a strange appearance. No passengers

w e re visible on the decks, only a dark flag with some letters on it flew at the

masthead. If anyone could have boarded this mysterious ship near C o l o m-

bo or Shanghai, he would have been struck by the sound of clanking chains

and by the continuous buzz below decks that would have reminded him of

some enormous bee-hive—only these bees were not free insects . . . . This

sea journey of these chained men and women shut up in iron cages re c a l l e d

the most terrible scenes of D a n t e ’s Infern o . S t o rms at sea, heat under the

t ropics, cold in the North Pacific, dirt surpassing anything the most vivid

imagination could picture, persecution of these helpless victims—all this

took toll of their ranks by hundreds, a result considered desirable from the

G o v e rnment standpoint, as it diminished costs and saved tro u b l e .2 9

Upon his arrival in 1889, Shternberg’s status was that of a political rather than crim-

inal exile, which permitted him to reside in special housing in the small admin-

istrative town of Aleksandrovsk, though he joined other prisoners at hard labor 

during the days. However, by March of 1890, penal officials cited Shternberg’s harm-

ful ideological influence over other local exiles and relocated him to the re m o t e
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community of Viakhtu some 100 km north of Aleksandrovsk on the Tatar Strait.30

That the playwright Anton Chekhov was known to be en route to Sakhalin at the

same time, and that authorities were likely fearful of having Shtern b e rg brief Chekhov

on the finer points of the tsarist penal system, was an additional factor often later

noted in Soviet writings.31

Viakhtu consisted of five houses for exiles who had finished their prison terms,

and was a way station for Gilyaks traveling between the northwest coast and Alek-

sandrovsk. In his field diaries Shternberg described the small house where he lived

under surveillance by imperial police officers as
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a lonely abandoned

grave in the empty taiga along the banks of the Tatar Strait . . . . The

gloomy sky hung low over the snowy savanna, bordered by a thick fog,

and beyond it, it seemed, was the end of the world, a kingdom of endless

ice and gloom . . . . In the house [we were five—myself,] three former con-

victs turned officers and a military supervisor. Vigilantly they kept watch

through a tiny window looking out onto the shore, thinking they might

find a passerby or runaway convict . . . . The hope for them as for every-

one was to win the curious three ruble prize for each fugitive captured.32
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MA P 2 . Sakhalin Island,
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“It was here,” Shtern b e rg wrote, “that I was ethnographically baptized.” In his

“Russian Palestine,” “A grim land!” where the sea was “eternally storm y,” and

w h e re the true inhabitants were “bears, powerful winds, punishing hellish blizzard s

and destructive hurricanes,” Shtern b e rg began his investigations of local Gilyak

l i f e .3 3 S h t e rn b e rg ’s Narodnaia Volia comrade-in-exile, Vladimir Bogoraz, himself sent

to the Kolyma Peninsula, later coyly described Shtern b e rg ’s decision to study Gilyak

as “owing to the leisure time we all enjoyed then,” underscoring the unlikely boost

that banishment gave anthropology in Siberia as well as the Trobriand Islands.3 4

H o w e v e r, it was more likely the practical interests of the Sakhalin administration,

who saw in Shtern b e rg ’s restlessness someone both to organize a census of the

i s l a n d ’s Gilyak population and appoint a network of native officials who would

re p o rt to Aleksandrovsk authorities.3 5 In Febru a ry of 1891, the prison administra-

tion allowed Shtern b e rg to undertake what would be the first of dozens of excur-

sions to Gilyak communities across North Sakhalin.3 6 It was a new kind of ru r a l
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invasion [khozhdenie v naro d] for Shtern b e rg, but one for which he was iro n i c a l l y

well suited, given the very Narodnaia Volia background for which he had been

i m p r i s o n e d .

* * * * *

For Gilyaks, Shtern b e rg arrived at a time when outside influences were widely

re s t ructuring their access to natural re s o u rces. Hunters and fis h e rmen by tradition, the

Gilyak population had never exceeded 5000, divided approximately between the Amur

delta and North Sakhalin. Nevertheless, because of the river and coastal locations of

their villages they had long been integrated into expansive trade networks with neigh-

boring indigenous groups and the Amur mainland Manchurians. By the 1860s, they

w e re clearly under new pre s s u re to define their rights to re s o u rce use as Russian and

Japanese fishing fleets began sparring over the prime waters. The arrival of fis h i n g

industrialists also introduced the additional draw of paid seasonal labor: Many Gilyaks

w e re lured into taking disadvantageous salary advances and fell into considerable debt.3 7

Although by the late 19th century some Gilyaks had begun to build Russian-

style houses, the majority still lived a seminomadic life between summer and win-

ter homes in order to exploit seasonal fishing and hunting grounds. The traditional

Gilyak summer dwelling was a large one-room wooden cabin perched on posts 4–5

feet above the ground, whereas winter dwellings were partly underground to ensure

warmth.38 On Sakhalin, both shores of the northern portion of the island as well as

the banks of the central Tym’ and Poronai rivers were lined with Gilyak villages

approximately every 5 km. Anywhere from one or two to 10 families constituted a

village, with the maximum number of residents usually around 50. Almost every fam-

ily kept a dog team for winter transport and shared narrow wooden log boats for nav-

igating the hazardous coastal waters.

Fishing dominated the Gilyak economy in almost all respects. Summer was the

busiest period, given the magnitude of the fish runs and the volume of salmon to be

dried into iukola which would be the main food supply for the rest of the year. Win-

ter, by contrast, they set aside for periodic hunting and almost constant socializing—

as Shternberg wrote, “dolce far niente,” sweet doing nothing.39 The Gilyak diet con-

sisted of fresh or dried salmon, a variety of wild berries pre p a red plainly or in custard s ,

and a range of products adopted from Japanese and Manchu traders, such as low-grade

brick tea, millet, potatoes, sugar, alcohol, and tobacco. Traditional Gilyak clothing,

in the form of tunics and pants for men and long tunic-style dresses for women, was

made from a variety of textiles, including complexly crafted salmon-skin jackets. As

with the clothing of other indigenous peoples of the Amur area, Gilyak designs bor-

rowed heavily from local Chinese practices. Few if any Gilyaks were known to be

literate, though many had practical knowledge of Chinese, Japanese, Russian, and
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other languages for trading purposes. Although Shternberg expressed surprise at the

number of Gilyaks who knew Russian, he worked largely in Gilyak, a language noted

for its grammatical complexity. For example, it includes 26 ways of counting from 

1 to 10 based on the spiritual and material qualities of the objects being counted. Lin-

guists consider it to be so distinct as to have no known affiliation with another

language.40

Despite the fact that Gilyaks, as both Shtern b e rg and later anthro p o l o g i s t s

o b s e rved, came the closest of any of the Far Eastern peoples in the 19th century to

adopting Russian ways, late 19th century Russian Orthodox missionaries re c o rd e d

few eff o rts to win Gilyak converts. Through to the early 20th century, re p o rts sug-

gest a Gilyak world view that remained animistic, recognizing four spirit masters

p residing in turn over the Sky, the Hills, the Wa t e r, and Fire. Gilyaks recognized each

of these fig u res through feeding rituals, such as a ritual feeding of the sea with tobac-

co and m o s ’ (an aspic made from seal fat, fish skin, and berries) before commencing

a sea expedition. By the same token, Gilyaks had a complex symbolic re l a t i o n s h i p

with the animal world: Bears in particular were re g a rded as ritual kin and would

often be kept in pens inside or alongside family homes for several years as visiting
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guests, culminating in a bear festival that marked the high point of the winter social

s e a s o n .

By virtue of language, clothing, systems of counting, and sheer physical appear-

ance, there was much to set Gilyaks apart from the gradually expanding Russian

community around them. Between bear sacrifice, shamanic healing rituals, and

Gilyak forest feedings, there was much fodder for the nascent practice of ethnogra-

phy, which my description only begins to touch upon here, and which has been so

excellently treated elsewhere.41 However, what makes the literature on Gilyak life

so striking—Shtern b e rg ’s Social Org a n i z a t i o n being no exception—is the shifting

tides of what counted as useful or important knowledge from one political era to

a n o t h e r. This was perhaps most evident in the Soviet period, when Shtern b e rg ’s

posthumous editors published his careful work on the clan system “to ensure the

liquidation of patriarchal clans.”4 2 But with the regnant intellectual trends at the time

of Shternberg’s field research, it was Gilyak kinship structure and its implications

for burgeoning socialist theories of egalitarian primitive society that rose to the fore.

GI LYA K S A N D GR O U P MA R R I A G E

By the time Shtern b e rg arrived on Sakhalin in 1889, the American scholar Lewis

H e n ry Morgan had set in motion a series of debates on the nature of classific a t o ry

kinship in his pathbreaking books League of the Iro q u o i s (1851), Systems of Con -
sanguinity and Aff i n i t y (1871), and Ancient Society (1877). It was the last of these

books, Ancient Society, that the Russian jurist Maksim Kovalevskii lent to Karl

M a rx, who made extensive notes on the book between before his death in 1883.4 3

One year later, Engels published his and Marx ’s response to Morgan in the influ e n-

tial Origin of the Family, Private Pro p e rty and the State (1884). While Shtern b e rg

states frequently in Social Org a n i z a t i o n that his goal was to test Morg a n ’s hypothe-

ses, it is nonetheless in the context of both Engels and late 19th century theories 

of group marriage that many of Shtern b e rg ’s observations on Gilyak life can be

u n d e r s t o o d .

Lewis Henry Morgan’s first book, League of the Iroquois, grew out of his early

commitment to the rights of local Iroquois populations in his native New York state.

In this 1858 publication, he paid early attention to what he found to be a uniquely
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integrative kinship terminology that Iroquois used to reach across clan affiliations.

Morgan described Iroquois kin terms as “classificatory,” because entire groups of rel-

atives, both lineal and collateral, could be classified as group “brothers” or group “sis-

ters,” depending on the angle of relationship. Shortly after the book’s publication,

h o w e v e r, Morgan found similar patterns among the Ojibwa of Lake Superior and

excitedly began sending out questionnaires in preparation for a wide-scale compari-

son of kinship terminologies.44

In 1871, Morgan’s ambitious Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity analyzed

kinship systems set forth by the 139 respondents who had answered his call for data.

The seeds of what soon came to be termed “group marriage” came in Morg a n ’s re fle c-

tions upon “pínalúan” (or punaluan) sexual customs off e red to him by Lorin Andre w s ,

a judge of the Supreme Court of Hawaii. Andrews had written, “The relationship of

pínalúa is rather amphibious. It arose from the fact that two or more brothers, with

their wives, or two or more sisters with their husbands, were inclined to possess each

other in common; but the modern use of the word is that of dear friend, an intimate

companion.”45 Andrews offered Morgan a conjectural solution to the “mystery of

Hawaiian kinship” that Shternberg would later see by analogy among Gilyaks—how

it was that all males and females of a man’s parents’ generation could be “fathers”

and “mothers,” how so many members of his own generation could be “brothers”

and “sisters,” and so on. Morgan’s conclusion that these terms were survivals of an

earlier age of promiscuity was a milestone in thinking on evolution. Here was a stage

of marital development

Older in point of time than polygamy and polyandria, and yet involving

the essential features of both. The several brothers, who thus cohabited

with each other’s wives, lived in polygynia; and the several sisters, who

thus cohabited with each other’s husbands, lived in polyandria. It also pre-

supposes communal families, with communism in living, which, there are

abundant reasons for supposing, were very general in the primitive ages

of mankind; and one of the stages through which human society passed

b e f o re reaching the family in its proper sense, founded upon marr i a g e

between single pairs.46

In print, Morgan was cautious with his evolutionism. His stages in the devel-

opment of the family were “landmarks of experience” known to varying degre e s

among diff e rent peoples of the world.4 7 Yet many readers saw simpler, unilineal devel-

opment upon finding his cardinal list of 15 stages of family life in Systems, begin-

ning with “Promiscuous Intercourse” and continuing through “The Intermarriage or

Cohabitation of Brothers and Sisters” to “The Civilized Family” and, finally, “The
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Overthrow of the Classificatory System of Relationship, and the Substitution of the

D e s c r i p t i v e . ”4 8 In doing so, Morgan joined the conjecture put forth by Bachofen,

Maine, Lubbock, and McLennan that the earliest forms of human society were found

in a promiscuous horde.49

In his next book, Ancient Society, group marriage emerged more clearly as a

explanation for kin terms that tied certain societies to these developmental stages.

After meeting with Darwin, Morgan had begun to think of family structures as evi-

dence for different stages in human social evolution.50 He assigned group marriage to

the period of savagery; a loose pairing arrangement between husband and wife to the

period of barbarism; and the monogamy hegemonic today to mankind’s later rise of

civilization.

In his 1884 response to Morgan, Engels streamlined Morgan’s analyses into a

more trenchant indictment of the rise of bourgeois patriarchy. While Morgan con-

centrated primarily on the first two stages of savagery and barbarism, Engels focused

on the civilizing process and how family relations intersected with the rise of private

property concepts. Whereas in savagery and barbarism descent was often matrilin-

eal, Engels argued that civilization, by contrast, promoted patrilineal descent thro u g h

m o n o g a m y. When descent was traced through the female line, Engels reasoned, pater-

nity, or more specifically, precise rules of material inheritance, could not be firmly

held. “Once it had passed into the private possession of families and there rapidly

begun to augment, this wealth dealt a severe blow to the society founded on pairing

marriage and the matriarchal gens,” Engels wrote. “Monogamous marriage comes on
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the scene as the subjugation of the one sex by the other.”51 While modern states pre-

sented themselves as products of natural social evolution—”the image and reality of

reason,” as Hegel said—Engels countered that states were products of society that

bound up specific interests in the accumulation of private wealth by a few, and that

families governed under a patriarchal system of monogamy served that end.5 2

Nonetheless, in order to demonstrate that the bourgeois state was a temporary for-

mation, Marx and Engels were in need of other formations since gone by. For this

they prized Morgan’s catalog of primitive life.

Many scholars have observed that although there was little to explain how

patrilineal descent accounts for property more accurately than matrilineal descent,

the details counted less than the framework. “What mattered to Marx and Engels,”

Maurice Bloch wrote, “was not so much the specific history which had produced these

concepts, but the fact that they had a history at all, that the concepts depended on

the type of society and economy in which they occurred.”53 Indeed, the most salient

part of Engels’ book might have been the title, where the rise of family, private prop-

erty, and the state could all be tied to one origin, monogamy.

* * * * *

W h e re did Gilyaks fit into all of this? Like many indigenous peoples acro s s

Siberia in the late 19th century, clan affiliation stru c t u red a great deal of Gilyak polit-

ical, economic, social, and religious life. There were roughly two dozen 

active clans among Sakhalin Gilyaks during Shtern b e rg ’s 8 years there. While only one

clan or lineage ideally prevailed in a given village, in practice mixed settlements had

made the system more complex by the late 1800s. Shtern b e rg ’s descriptions of the

Gilyak kinship system were famously labyrinthine: Gilyaks were exogamous in that

they married only outside their lineage in a complex system of re c i p rocities that bound

t o g e t h e r, in Gilyak terms, the wife-givers and the wife-takers.5 4 But what made Gilyaks

unique, Shtern b e rg claimed, was a triangulated system of marital exchange, based on

a tri-clan phratry or alliance group (from the Gilyak, p a n d f) that underw rote a com-

plex web of mutual social and economic obligations.5 5 Following Morg a n ’s term i n o l-

o g y, Shtern b e rg charted Gilyak kin relations under the heading of “group marr i a g e , ”
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because he found the Gilyak kin system to be remarkably similar to the Punaluan sys-

tem in Hawaii that Morgan had documented. According to the classific a t o ry nature

of Gilyak kin term i n o l o g y, any married man or woman had several potential “hus-

bands” or “wives” from his or her marrying generation. As a result, “all men of a given

lineage had rights of sexual access to women of their own generation in the wife-giv-

ing lineage,” and by the same token, women had the same access to men of their own

generation in the wife-taking lineage.5 6 In practice, the system was a loose kind of

monogamy: Many Gilyak men and women initiated discreet but permissible aff a i r s ,

p a rticularly with visiting guests, and under more formal circumstances of levirate,

widowed women often married their husband’s younger bro t h e r. Nonetheless, public

displays of affection were uncommon and most Gilyaks considered it indiscreet to dis-

cuss extramarital activities in public.5 7 The crucial element here is the re f e rence to

g roup marriage, for, according to Morg a n ’s taxonomy, any group still practicing gro u p

m a rriage could only fall under the category of savagery.

When Engels came upon Shtern b e rg ’s first field re p o rt from Sakhalin in the

Moscow newspaper Russkie Ve d o m o s t i in 1892, he seized upon the case as an exam-

ple of group marriage still extant and had it translated into German for reprinting with-

in days.5 8 S h t e rn b e rg ’s account was important for Engels not only because it suggest-

ed the existence of group marriage in general but because the perceived backward n e s s

of Gilyak life resonated so well with his and Marx ’s evolutionary framework. What

made the Gilyak case relevant was that, in Engels’ view, “It demonstrates the simi-

l a r i t y, even their identity in their main characteristics, of the social institutions of

primitive peoples at approximately the same stage of development.”5 9 What was good

for Morgan, by association, was good for Marx and Engels’ evolutionist theory of class

s t ruggle. Hence, that Gilyaks were proven to be a primitive people with backward cus-

toms became, in its own way, a building block in the edifice of Russian socialism.

* * * * *

While Engels popularized Shtern b e rg ’s work for Russian and, perhaps more

importantly, later Soviet readers, Shternberg swayed little from the basic Morganian

position developed in Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity. After the Sandwich

Islands, the main evidence for Morg a n ’s theory of group marriage came fro m

anthropology’s El Dorado of complex kinship systems, Australia. In 1880, Australian

re s e a rchers Lorimer Fison and A. W. Howitt released their monograph, K a m i l a roi and
K u rn a i announcing “the most extensive system of communal marriage the world has

ever known.”60 Despite the book’s dedication to and approving preface from Morgan,
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the material on group marriage more closely resembled simple polygyny than pro-

ponents of Morgan’s theory might have liked. Nine years later, Baldwin Spencer and

Frank Gillen published a detailed account of group marriage practice among the Dieri

in their book, The Native Tribes of Central Australia (1899). W. H. R. Rivers’ 1907

essay on the Toda marked a further and final landmark.61 In Social Organization,
Shternberg approvingly relies on each of these.

Meanwhile, however, criticisms of Morgan’s framework had been mounting in

wider anthropological circles. Although his own book, Primitive Marr i a g e ( 1 8 6 5 ) ,

met mixed reviews, the Scottish juror J. S. McLennan leveled some of the strongest

attacks on Morgan’s work in an 1876 response to Systems. Beginning at the premise

that group marriage was only a postulate to explain a puzzle of kinship terms, McLen-

nan asked why such terms could not be mere salutations with ambiguous meanings.

Later, Northcote Thomas furthered this in a 1906 essay by giving the example of the

French word femme, meaning both woman and wife. Why would someone call an

entire class of women “mother,” Thomas asked, when it was clearly apparent who

one’s birth mother actually was? Thomas’ alternative was to take the prime exam-

ples of group marriage data, such as the fraternal polyandry Fison and Howitt found

among Kamilaroi and Kurnai, and explain them as contemporary institutions rather

than survivals.62

By 1913, Malinowski and Radcliff e - B rown amended Thomas’ interv e n t i o n

within the framework of functionalism by reasoning that much of the problem lay

with the idea of “marriage” itself, a much broader category of functions and re l a-

tions than had been considered in earlier debates. Morgan tended to interpret mar-

riage strictly as a right of sexual access, rather than a larger edifice of securities and

obligations such as the legalities of re p roduction, child raising, and economic sup-

p o rt. So, too, with levirate Morgan tended to see the right of a brother to his bro t h-

e r’s wife or widow as a choice rather than an obligation that created a social secu-

rity for clan solidarity. In the context of Morgan and Malinowski, Shtern b e rg fell

s o m e w h e re in the middle. He vigorously defended Morgan, but recognized (in a

handful of lines from Chapter 10) that “To participate in group marriage is the duty

of all cousins.”6 3
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New functionalist critiques notwithstanding, the most subtle figure working

against Shternberg’s argument for Gilyak group marriage was perhaps Boas himself,

who chiseled away at the Morganian evolutionary stages in his 1911 book, The Mind
of Primitive Man. While conceding the similarities found across early human soci-

eties, Boas pointedly wrote, “The theory of parallel development [advanced by Mor-

gan], if it is to have any significance, would re q u i re that among all branches of

mankind the steps of invention should have followed, at least approximately, in the

same order, and that no important gaps should be found. The facts, so far as known

at the present time, are entirely contrary to this view.”64 Unexpected similarities in

material and social systems, Boas argued, had obscured the differences, which fol-

lowed from a multitude of causes and consequences.

In the years after Shtern b e rg ’s death in 1927, further critiques diminished much

of the group marriage debate, at least in the way Morgan had framed it. In his 1941

Structure and Function in Primitive Society, Radcliffe-Brown described group mar-

riage’s place in evolutionary kinship theory as “one of the most fantastic in a sub-

ject that is full of fantastic hypotheses.”65 While Radcliffe-Brown’s own research in

Australia conceded that classificatory kinship terms demanded certain levels of

behavior appropriate to the imputed relation, fictive or real, he argued that there

w e re clear distinctions, in every Australian society considered by Morgan, that assert-

ed the primacy of the nuclear family. George Peter Murdock, in his canonic 1949 kin-

ship guide, Social Structure, followed Boas in arguing that there was no direct rela-

tionship between kinship nomenclature and societal complexity.66 Lévi-Strauss, who

published his essay on Gilyaks in Elementary Structures of Kinship the same year,

remarked only that Shternberg was ultimately more observer than theoretician, sub-

ject to “rash historical interpretations.”67

Whatever their fate in kinship debates abroad, for Gilyaks the die was cast. Their

role as the quintessential savages of Engels’ favor made them famous in Russian and

Soviet ethnographic literature. Their personification of primitive communism, pos-

tulated by Morgan and elaborated by Engels, became axiomatic. What was lost in the

p rocess was that the re p o rt that found its way into Russkie Ve d o m o s t i was one of

S h t e rn b e rg ’s first, outlining a clan system he would later come to recognize as far less

fixed than he first had perceived it. Given the swell of non-Gilyaks into the area, the

i n c reasing dislocations through travel and trade, and the demographic havoc wro u g h t

by disease, he realized that much of what he had been presented was an ideal system.

This realization later found confirmation in the work of Soviet ethnographers such as

Anna Smoliak, who pointed out that interm a rriage with Gol’d (Nanai), Tu n g u s

(Evenk), and Manchurian Chinese pre fig u red the character of many Gilyak (Nivkh)

settlements in a way that made close adherence to the marriage rules described by

S h t e rn b e rg difficult. Anthropologist Chuner Taksami, himself a Nivkh, noted that
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actual examples of Shtern b e rg ’s labyrinthine systems were few.6 8 That the clan sys-

tem may not have functioned as methodically as suggested, that group marriage was

not as licentious as it sounded, that Shtern b e rg himself was not wholly loyal to the

M a rxian strain of materialism for which Engels had conscripted him (Shtern b e rg once

called Marxism “a hackneyed reworking of the Hegelian triad”)6 9—or that Gilyaks at

the turn of the century were far from an isolated tribe waiting to be discovere d — w e re

points that soon came to be lost in a handful of popular and scholarly accounts that

e n t renched Gilyaks in an edifice of evolutionary theory.

For Gilyaks of a century ago, there was considerable consequence in Shtern b e rg ’s

chance reading of Engels on the eve of his Sakhalin exile. The irony is that for some-

one who set out to produce a sympathetic portrait of Gilyak life, one of the results

of his path through evolutionism was to emphasize the more sensational aspects of

primitive life held in popular thought. Many Russian ethnographers besides Shtern-

berg followed the terminology of the day by making similar claims to group marriage

in Siberia in the later 1800s. However, as anthropologist Peter Schweitzer has shown,

few if any of the cases actually corresponded to Morgan’s criteria. What so many

scholars and travelers claimed to document as group marriage more closely approx-

imated extensive extramarital liaisons, and, in some cases, prostitution. The appli-

cation of Morganian categories was itself awkward in Siberia because, as in Chukot-

ka, for example, there were cases of virtually neighboring ethnic groups, effectively

at the same “stage” of social development, with widely divergent kinship systems.70

One wonders how Gilyak life might have been perceived differently had their most

famous ethnographer not foregrounded their social structure so prominently.

T H E SA G A O F T H E SO C I A L OR G A N I Z AT I O N TE X T

The odyssey of the Social Org a n i z a t i o n text, which marked the foundation of Shtern-

berg’s understanding of Gilyak marriage rules, is itself a small epic in the changing

fortunes of Russian and American scholarship over the 20th century.71 In 1898, when

Boas was first looking for fieldworkers who might be recruited for the Russian side

of the Jesup project, the German ethnographer Berthold Laufer, accompanied by

archaeologist Gerald Fowke, had already begun an expedition to Sakhalin and the

A m u r, arriving on Sakhalin that spring, only 1 year after Shtern b e rg had been re l e a s e d .

When Boas consulted Vasilii Radlov, then head of the prestigious Museum of Anthro-

pology and Ethnography in St. Petersburg, about Russian fieldworkers, Radlov was

quick to recommend two former exiles who had emerged as excellent ethnographers:
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Shternberg’s Narodnaia Volia colleague Bogoraz, who had been exiled to Kolyma and

who had worked with Chukchi; and Vladimir Iokhel’son, another revolutionary sent

to nort h e a s t e rn Siberia, where he worked among Koriaks and Yukaghirs. At that

time, Radlov himself was only 1 year shy of meeting Lev Shternberg.72

From the time he left Sakhalin in May of 1897 to his trip to New York in the

summer of 1905, Shternberg’s career as an ethnographer and curator had met with

its own partial successes. Originally returning to Zhitomir, where he lived under

police surveillance as part of his early release from Sakhalin, Shtern b e rg soon re c e i v e d

permission to move to St. Petersburg in 1899 through the intervention of Radlov. In

1900, the Russian publishers of the prestigious Entsiklopedicheskii Slovar’ Bro k g a u s a
i Efro n a [Encyclopaedic Dictionary of Brockhaus and Efro n] hired him as a con-

tributing editor, eventually leading to the publication of more than 40 essay-length

entries.73 His early rise within the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography was

equally prodigious, from his start as a volunteer in 1901 to his appointment as a

senior ethnographer and lecturer in 1904.

The original agreement by Shternberg and Boas in 1905 was for Shternberg to

produce a general text called The Gilyak and Their Neighbors. Judging by the impa-

tience Boas began expressing within only a year or two of this first meeting, it is like-

ly that Shternberg’s original pledge was to get the book out quickly, given the writ-

ing he had already done since leaving Sakhalin 8 years earlier.74 Indeed, Shternberg

had already published pre l i m i n a ry portions of the Social Org a n i z a t i o n text in the lead-

ing Russian journal Etnograficheskoe Obozrenie [Ethnographic Review].75 But 1905

and the events that followed made for what Shternberg later described as “a difficult

year.”76 “Bloody Sunday,” the massacre of hundreds of demonstrators by imperial

troops on Palace Square in St. Petersburg on January 9, 1905, had already transpired

by the time Shternberg went to New York. Later, in October of that year, rioting in

the city of Odessa, where Shtern b e rg had many friends and had spent 3 years in

internment, led to pogroms claiming the lives of 400 Jews and 100 non-Jews; a fur-

ther 300, mostly Jewish, were injured, and over 1600 Jewish homes were damaged. 77

Boas, whose academic career also often melded with political activism, was

sympathetic, writing to Shternberg in January of 1906 to express his concern for “the

terrible affairs that are happening under your very eyes day after day.”78 By August

of the same year, however, Boas needed pro g ress re p o rts from both Bogoraz and
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S h t e rn b e rg for funding purposes and was urging them to “tear themselves away”

from Russia’s political maelstrom. 79 However, between the intensity of their politi-

cal work and the demands of their careers, Bogoraz and Shtern b e rg were clearly work-

ing at different paces. Bogoraz spent 2 months in prison in late 1905 along with five

members of the Central Bureau of the Farmers’ Union (and he would go on to spend

a particularly grueling 9 months in solitary confinement in 1911 following further

work with the same group). In 1906, Shternberg published his foundational essay on

Russian Jewish rights, “Tragedy of the Six-Million People.”80

Shternberg’s professional and political obligations were clearly enormous. In

1907 he presided over the first of three congresses of the Evreiskaia Narodnaia Grup -
pa [The Jewish People’s League] in St. Petersburg, emerging as one of its chief ideol-

ogists. Later, in 1908, he was elected to the Organizing Committee of the Jewish His-

torical Society and became director of the Jewish Museum in St. Petersburg. At least

one historian has named him among the eight major Jewish liberal figures in Russia

at that time.8 1 In 1908 he became ill from cholera, but still managed to deliver to Boas

the first few chapters of the Social Organization text. Two years later, he made his

second and final trip to the Russian Far East, using some of the new data he collect-

ed to modify the manuscript, although his time on Sakhalin was less than 2 weeks

before moving on to the Amur. It was not until 1912 that Boas received the better

(but not entire) part of the work reprinted here.

At this stage, Boas arranged for one of his students, Alexander Goldenweiser, of

Ukrainian origin, to translate at least one chapter of the Shtern b e rg text for pre l i m i-

n a ry printing. Goldenweiser had already translated parts of Bogoraz’ and Iokhel’s o n ’s

Jesup works, and he fulfilled Boas’ request quickly. Boas requested that Shtern b e rg pre-

sent a full table of Gilyak kinship terms (Table 1) and re fine his transcription system,

which often combined both Cyrillic and Latin letters in the same Gilyak word s .8 2

If life before World War I had made it difficult for Shtern b e rg to complete this

work, then the decade that followed made that goal nearly impossible. In September

of 1916 at the height of World War I, Boas wrote Shtern b e rg conceding, “At present it

is hardly possible to write about anything serious.”8 3 S h t e rn b e rg made an eff o rt, send-

ing a few more short chapters in Febru a ry of 1917, and charitably Boas let up on the

tempo of his re m i n d e r s .8 4 In the difficult early years of the Soviet 1920s, Boas pro p o s e d

all manner of sustenance to Shtern b e rg, from one offer of $300 in May of 1922 for

“some subject on the Amur River tribes” to a pledge of emergency food aid later in

J u l y.8 5 The turmoil of World War I, the October Revolution, and an equally tre n c h a n t

Civil War did much to paralyze the workings of academic life. Shtern b e rg spread him-

self thinly, organizing commissions for the Russian Geographic Society and Com-

mittee for Study of Tribal Composition of the USSR [KIPS], traveling to the war fro n t
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on behalf of the Committee to Aid Jewish Refugees, and teaching in a number of insti-

tutes and universities around the city rechristened as Petrograd. Where his academic

writing was concerned, Shtern b e rg ’s list of publications in many ways speaks for itself:

Between 1914 and 1924 the normally pro l i fic writer produced only three brief essays.

By 1923, the New Economic Policy of the young Soviet government had par-

tially eased the tremendous economic pressures that followed the close of the Civil

War (in European Russia). In 1924 the two correspondents, Boas and Shternberg, met

one last time in the Hague. Shternberg pledged further installments on Gilyak mate-

rial culture, religion, and folklore to Boas, all subjects on which he had published pre-

v i o u s l y. But in their final exchange 2 years later in November 1926, Shtern b e rg

expressed remorse that he had been unable to keep his promise over so many years.86

Shternberg died of heart failure 10 months later, in August of 1927, at his dacha out-

side the city rechristened as Leningrad. He was 66.

Upon Shternberg’s death, Bogoraz reflected that “Every Moses dies at the gates

of the promised land.”8 7 But given the frustration he was expressing to Boas over polit-

ical events in Leningrad, he may have been speaking iro n i c a l l y.8 8 S h t e rn b e rg ’s demise
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spared him much of what Bogoraz’ later years did not—the new institutionalized

re p ression of a Soviet Russia entering the “Cultural Revolution” (1928–1931) and the

rise of Stalinism. In 1929, the state began enforcing entrance quotas for scholars (and

scholarship) of working class origin, markedly changing the tenor of acceptable Marx-

ist and non-Marxist discourse at the Museum, the University, and the Institute of

N o rt h e rn Peoples.8 9 Bogoraz, who contemplated emigrating to the United States

before his own death in 1936, soon referred to the ethnographic section of Leningrad

University as “our incessantly seething cauldron.”90

Judging from his correspondence, Boas was greatly cheered some months after

S h t e rn b e rg ’s death when Shtern b e rg ’s widow, Sarra Arkadievna Ratner- S h t e rn b e rg

(1870–1942), the former Zhitomir schoolteacher and Amerindian specialist, wrote to

him about the Social Org a n i z a t i o n text in her possession. Their exchanges over the

next 6 years breathed new life into the project. On the Soviet side, Ratner- S h t e rn b e rg

o rganized an editorial collective to oversee the posthumous publication of her hus-

b a n d ’s works. The Russian language archival copies of the Social Org a n i z a t i o n t y p e-

script show that at least four Soviet scholars made editorial changes after Shtern b e rg ’s

d e a t h — R a t n e r- S h t e rn b e rg and three of Shtern b e rg ’s graduate students, Koshkin,

K reinovich, and Isaak Natanovich Vi n n i k o v. For the Gilyak language portions of the

Social Org a n i z a t i o n work, she marshaled the assistance of Kreinovich and E. A. Kar-

g e r, both of whom had studied the Gilyak language under Shtern b e rg, as well as eight
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Gilyak students from Sakhalin and the Amur region studying in Leningrad in 1928.

F i n a l l y, Bogoraz’ graduate student Iulia Averkieva, who worked with Boas in the Unit-

ed States between 1929 and 1931, translated Chapter 14 of this edition under Ratner-

S h t e rn b e rg ’s supervision when she re t u rned to Leningrad in 1931. On the American

side, Boas himself took to editing and condensing sections of the text, as he had ear-

lier done with Bogoraz’ and Iokhel’s o n ’s contributions to the Jesup series. Further sec-

tions of the Russian manuscript were translated into English in New York at this time,

and Ratner- S h t e rn b e rg took part in the editing of the English copy.9 1 Despite this new

round of activity, it was now Boas who was in the awkward position of stalling. By

1933, funds for the Jesup series had long been spent, and the stock market crash of

1929 had taken a heavy toll on the patrons of the American Museum of Natural His-

t o ry. Ratner- S h t e rn b e rg had greater success in Soviet Russia: In 1933, she oversaw the

publication of the Social Org a n i z a t i o n text in Russian, twice, by publishing houses

in Khabarovsk and Leningrad.9 2 For the English edition, the final exchange of type-

scripts between Boas and Ratner- S h t e rn b e rg that same year brought the pre - World Wa r

II publication eff o rts to a close.

The result of so much editing and translating leaves us today with at least four

very different versions of the Shternberg text: an undated English typescript in the

American Museum of Natural History [AMNH], an undated AMNH Russian type-

script, and two 1933 Soviet editions—Giliaki, Gol’dy, Negidal’tsy, Ainy [Gilyaks,
Golds, Negidals, Ainu] and Sem’ia i rod u narodov severo-vostochnoi Azii [Family
and Clan among the Peoples of Northeast Asia].93 In some parts of the AMNH Russ-

ian typescript, the distinctive handwriting of Shternberg, Ratner-Shternberg, Kreino-

vich, and Vinnikov made it possible to identify their specific additions that surfaced

in the later English text. However, beyond that, discrepancies among all four cardi-

nal versions defy easy explanation. Shternberg’s two 1933 Soviet editions of Social
O rg a n i z a t i o n a re, in places, as diff e rent from each other as they are from their AMNH

Russian counterpart, despite the fact that both Soviet versions are listed as having

been edited by the same person, Ian P. Koshkin. The AMNH English typescript, con-

trary to the expectation that it might be less ideologized than conventional Soviet

ethnography of the period, sometimes appears more “Soviet” than the Soviet editions,

containing extra lines on the deleterious force of religion, for example, not found in

any of the Russian language texts.94
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The Koshkin prefaces to the two 1933 editions of the manuscript are themselves

studies in the politics of the early Soviet 1930s. While presenting Shtern b e rg as “the

best Russian ethnographer of his time,” Koshkin also made it clear that that time was

now past. What Koshkin described as Shtern b e rg ’s “subjectivist” and “populist” edu-

cation in the works of Kant and Spencer, as with the Russian philosophers Lavrov and

M i k h a i l o v, presented a special problem for his Soviet successors. Not only did Shtern-

b e rg spend little time pondering the materialist causes of Gilyak class struggle, he

praised the security and protection that more affluent Gilyaks extended to the less

f o rtunate. “Inequality,” he wrote of his time on Sakhalin, “. . . does not manifest itself

h e re. A wealthy man owes everything to his personal abilities and virtues. His accu-

mulations can neither exploit nor degrade another person.”9 5 Class struggle indeed. In

another remark on private pro p e rty among Gilyak fis h e rmen, Shtern b e rg observed that

“Communal possession generally leads to continuous strife.”9 6 H e re Koshkin coun-

t e red that Shtern b e rg ’s grasp of primitive communism was “completely incorre c t , ”

p roposing that Shtern b e rg misinterpreted signs of Gilyak life already corrupted by

capitalist influence as earlier, more innocent form s .9 7 While Koshkin emphasized how

S h t e rn b e rg ’s theoretical understandings of kinship helped combat “social-fascist fal-

s i fiers of the history of primitive society,” he relegated Shtern b e rg ’s world view, in a

s c o rching admonishment, to “the bourgeois ideas of an English tradesman.”9 8

Koshkin was in a particularly awkward position, because the fortunes of Mor-

gan had risen so sharply in the Soviet 1920s. Indeed, many early Soviet planners

looked to the new socialist state, in Morgan’s words, as “a revival, in a higher form,

of the liberty, equality, fraternity of the ancient gentes.”99 Not surprisingly, then,

many looked upon Siberian indigenous communities as “already socialist.” G. Lebe-

dev wrote in 1920 that Siberian peoples were “the truest proletarians,” natural allies

of the working masses (and socialist intellectuals), and deserving of special state

a s s i s t a n c e .1 0 0 In the Sovietized understanding of Morgan, Gilyaks emerged even more

clearly than before as living chronotypes, examples of a simpler past who would

u n d e rtake a “stride across a thousand years,” emerging from primitive society dire c t-

ly into socialism, bypassing slaveholding, feudalism, and capitalism along the way.

How Koshkin actually felt about his former mentor or the Soviet ideology then

sweeping through the academy is the kind of unanswerable question inherent in

daily life under Stalinism. But his position may have been little diff e rent fro m

E rukhim Kre i n o v i c h ’s, whose loyalty to Shtern b e rg, according to Kre i n o v i c h ’s re l-

atives, did little to outweigh an unwavering faith in the Soviet system.1 0 1 Their fel-
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low graduate student Zakharii Cherniakov observes in this volume, for example,

that Koshkin was truly dedicated to Shtern b e rg (appendix B). And indeed, while

Koskhin condemned Shtern b e rg ’s misinterpretations of primitive communism, he

also marshaled Shtern b e rg ’s examples in great detail, possibly incurring risk in the

p rocess. This speculation adds ambiguity to one of Koshkin’s closing re c o m m e n-

dations, “Not for one minute should we let [Shtern b e rg ’s] idealist stance out of our

v i e w. ”1 0 2

With events in St. Petersburg taking new turns after Shternberg’s death, life for

Sakhalin Gilyaks was no less turbulent. While Soviet power came relatively late to

North Sakhalin and the Amur in 1925, following the long civil war which had drift-

ed eastward, state planners lost little time in dramatically transforming the social

and political landscape.1 0 3 T h roughout Siberia and the Soviet Far East, the newly

established Committee for the Assistance to Peoples of the Northern Borderlands

[Komitet sodeistviia narodnostiam severnykh okrain pri Prezidiume VTsIK, com-

monly known as the Komitet Severa or “Committee of the North”] established “Cul-

ture Bases” in the furthest and most remote areas to propagate new Soviet political

institutions through local idioms. In and around Gilyak settlements, the govern m e n t

began organizing fishing and hunting collectives, electric stations, machine shops,

hospitals, veterinary units, boarding schools, adult literacy programs, native coun-

cils, and women’s groups in a storm of activity that many people who lived through

the period look back on today as a frenzy of building.104 What was particularly strik-

ing about this early period of Sovietization was the emphasis on existing Gilyak

political and social forms as channels for the new administration to work through.

Indeed, one of the first decisions of government overseers was to phase out the word

Gilyak, a term of Tungus origin, in favor of the self-designation Nivkh. People used

both names in tandem for the next two decades.

Education and language policy were only two areas where the emphasis on

native autonomy and self-government took hold. Here the key relevance for small

g roups such as Gilyaks was the extensive work by linguist-ethnographers, such as

S h t e rn b e rg ’s student Erukhim Kreinovich, to render education available in as many

languages as possible. In order to invite the masses into history, Lenin once wro t e ,

the invitation had to be written in a language the masses could understand. Fro m

its inception in 1924, with Shtern b e rg ’s participation, to its closure by Stalin in

1935, the state-run Committee of the North organized writing systems for 13 Siber-

ian indigenous languages, including Gilyak. In the spirit of freedom and variety,

102 Shternberg, Giliaki, xxxv.
103 Between 1925 and 1945, what Russians now refer to as South Sakhalin below the 50th paral-

lel was the Japanese territory of Karafuto.
104 For more on the new social order on Sakhalin in the 1920s, see Bruce Grant, In the Soviet House

of Culture: A Century of Pere s t ro i k a s (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Univ. Press, 1995), ch. 4. While

the work of the Committee of the North (1924–1935) began to be widely implemented only

after Shtern b e rg ’s death in 1927, Zakharii Chern i a k o v, Shtern b e rg ’s student and later Bogoraz’s

personal secre t a ry, recalled that the Committee took up a great deal of Shtern b e rg ’s time

(appendix B of this volume). This runs counter to the general sense that Shternberg’s partici-

pation was a pro forma endorsement of the more active role played by Smidovich and Bogo-

raz. Cf. GARF f. 3977; and Yuri Slezkine, Arctic Mirrors: Russia and the Small Peoples of the
North (Ithaca, NY: Cornell Univ. Press, 1994), 152n.
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most of the new scripts were in the Latin alphabet, which linguists argued was more

a p p ropriate for Siberian phonetics.1 0 5 In addition to Kre i n o v i c h ’s eff o rts on Sakhalin

f rom 1926 to 1928, a small handful of promising Gilyak students traveled to

Leningrad to receive educations at the Institute of Nort h e rn Peoples.

The unexpected conflict behind such rapid “Soviet cultural construction” (as

it was known in the campaigns of the day) is that at the very time Sakhalin sped to

realize the social policies of the Soviet 1920s, Stalin’s rise to power in 1929 and the

radical curtailment of certain ethnic rights were working in a very opposite direc-

tion. As early as 1931, the government began discouraging Gilyak women from wear-

ing traditional cotton tunics and Gilyak men from keeping their hair in braids.

Shamans, whom Shternberg had admired as religious leaders and bards, were being

f o rced underg round, and native councils were dissolved. The speed of this turn a ro u n d

is difficult to overemphasize because, in many cases, the very Gilyaks whom the gov-

ernment had trained as new native cadres were the first people to come under sus-

picion for antigovernment activities only a few years later. When I asked Shtern b e rg ’s

former student Zakharii Cherniakov, who worked as an ethnographer of the Soviet

Saami in the 1930s, about the turnaround in Soviet nationalities policy at this time,

he replied, “Of course we felt it. [The change] was evident at every step of our work.

I mean, we all started out our work learning native languages, writing literacy

primers, promoting native intellectuals. And suddenly, we are told that we are sup-

posed to discourage native language use, to attract people instead to the Russian lan-

guage. Basically, to Russify them.”106

In 1932, the newly formed Committee of the New Alphabet, working in tan-

dem with the Committee of the North, released the first Nivkh language primer, C u z
D i f , for children and adults alike. Committee members particularly praised the book’s

Latinized script as more internationalist and “less Russific a t o ry” than previous tsarist

work with small nationalities. Politically, however, they were caught in the clash of

policy.

By only 1936, dissenters argued that “Peoples of the North [were] hungry for the

Russian language, for party literature in Russian, [and] for the central newspapers,”

while others saw conspiracy in an ideological affinity between Latinized indigenous

scripts and the same Latinized alphabet in the service of capitalist enemies.1 0 7 R e g a rd-

less of whether Siberian peoples hungered for the Russian language, it was evident

that the linguistic isolation brought on by being in the Latinized minority had little

place in the increasingly centralized state.

Under pressure now to switch to Cyrillic, the Committee of the New Alpha-

bet, fittingly named, introduced its second new alphabet in only 5 years. Sakhalin

officials pronounced the Latinized Gilyak textbooks “deficit items” and withdrew

them from circulation. Amidst the purges of liberal experimentation that character-

ized the early Leninist period, Stalinist revisionism of the 1930s outlawed the study

of the Gilyak language in schools and punished its use in the mechanized fishing col-

105 Letter from Kreinovich to Ratner-Shternberg, AAN f. 282, o. 5, d. 27.
106 From the interview in appendix B.
107 Tsentral’nyi Gosudarstvennyi Arkhiv Dal’nego Vostoka [Central State Archive of the Far East],

Vladivostok (formerly in Tomsk) f. R353, o. 1, d. 88 (1936), l. 16.



lectives where most of the Gilyaks worked. It became only one of many casualties

of the Stalinist period’s “war against the past.”

Back in St. Petersburg, events moved apace. On March 27, 1935, when Ratner-

Shternberg convened the editorial board organized for the posthumous publication

of her husband’s work, they were listed as a group of eight. But in a handwritten note

she penned on the back of the same memorandum in August 1936, 17 months later,

she reported

V. G. Bogoraz to be excluded by reason of his death; Busygin, Karger and

Koshkin, by their political motives; and Vi n n i k o v, one of Shtern b e rg ’s

closest and most loyal students, by his refusal to participate in the edito-

rial collective for personal reasons.

It was little wonder that Vinnikov might have run for the hills. Koshkin soon disap-

peared upon arrest, while Kreinovich, already fallen from Ratner-Shternberg’s graces

when she suspected some pages missing from a document he edited, would go on to

18 years of hard labor beginning only several months later.1 0 8 When Ratner- S h t e rn b e rg

F O R E W O R D liii
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FI G . 7. Shternberg at work in his study in St. Petersburg. A portrait of Karl Marx
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died in 1942, the same year as Boas, Soviet participation in the English edition came

to a close.

Since World War II, the unpublished English version of Social Organization has

remained a select source for a series of researchers in the United States. Following

Lévi-Strauss, who described the manuscript as “a work of exceptional value and

insight,” those who were consulted as potential editors, or who worked with the text,

included Robert Lowie, Alfred Kroeber, Clyde Kluckhohn, Roman Jakobson, Rodney

Needham, and a host of Siberian scholars.109 Its publication here brings to a close its

90 years of print exile.

* * * * *

Why, ultimately, did classificatory kinship systems and the perceived customs

of Gilyak group marriage so intrigue Shtern b e rg? No doubt Shtern b e rg ’s evident pride

in building on the works of mentors such as Marx, Morgan, and Engels give us the

better part of this answer. For Shtern b e rg the evolutionist, Gilyak group marriage pro-

vided a living illustration of where mankind had been at the very time when Russia

was debating where to go.

However, we would be remiss not to also remember that kinship as an idiom

had also helped keep private lives public since the second half of the 19th century.

At once a high modernist charting of order and rationality, kinship charted blood ties

that were “everywhere an object of excitement and fear at the same time.”110 Blood,

which could be inherited (dynastically), shed (militarily), and corrupted (by associa-

tion) was a ready symbol of power relations that were of increasing importance to

19th century and 20th colonial administrations. A kinship idiom that worked at the

interstices of “bodies and populations,” “organized around the management of life

rather than the menace of death,” Michel Foucault wrote, provided govern m e n t s

with new channels of insight into non-European worlds.1 1 1 With respect to Russia and

the former Soviet Union’s relations toward Siberian indigenous peoples, this was

very much the case.

Shternberg’s Gilyak work hinged on a European evolutionist paradigm that we

could trace, of course, further back than Morgan. “To be” was “to become,” Hegel

argued 50 years before Morgan, signaling a tradition of European Enlightenment con-

sciousness so deeply rooted in change as a motor force of being that we could little

contend to have broken away from it today.112 But with Shternberg’s work, as any-

where, knowledge was in the eye of the beholder. While Russian readers of Social
Organization in the 1920s might have focused on its ethnographic contributions to

a general evolutionist argument, by the 1930s Koshkin gave that evolution a distinctly

Soviet twist, presenting Shternberg’s work as an important tool in the proletarian

struggle against native backwardness.

109 Lévi-Strauss, Elementary Structures, 292. Cf. also Kan, “The Mystery,” esp. 33–37, and appen-

dix A of this volume.
110 Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, Vol. I, An Introduction (New York: Vintage, 1990),

148.
111 Ibid.
112 G. W. F. Hegel, Theses on the Philosophy of History (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1988 (1840)).
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For the modern reader, Shternberg’s algebraic kinship formulae, which at their

apex resemble permutations and combinations reminiscent of the high speed digital

computing that Lévi-Strauss pledged would revolutionize myth analysis, evoke at

times high modernism more than marr i a g e .1 1 3 Indeed, the functioning of Gilyak mar-

riage rules as a system is perhaps what stands out most today, as it may have for

Shternberg himself, who later in life conceded the simplicity of his original castings

of Gilyak group marriage by writing, “I took them all for pure-blooded aristocrats.”1 1 4

Some modern Gilyak (Nivkh) readers of Social Organization in 1995 have taken this

admission one step further. As an accountant from a North Sakhalin shipping port

who had grown up in a Gilyak village in the taiga, Elizaveta Merkulova said,

I’ve read those stories about how a man would offer his wife to a visitor

for the night, but I can’t believe any of it. When I was young, my Russian

friends would even ask me about it. Everyone thinks it’s what we used to

do. But I can’t believe it, because I remember how jealously all my moth-

er’s and father’s families treated the women. They were unbelievably pro-

tective and jealous. Among [Gilyaks] at least, I mean, I just don’t see it.

Think of all the instances of men killing their wives out of jealousy. It used

to happen more frequently when I was young but it happens today. So to

imagine that a man would just offer his wife to another under those cir-

cumstances, it seems impossible. It was all a big Russian fantasy.115

Yet, if the idea of group marriage has not held up well, Merkulova only smiled when

I told her that parts of Shtern b e rg ’s text left me feeling that I, too, following his obser-

vation in Chapter 6, had fallen prey to “the almost hypnotic effect” of Gilyak kin-

ship terms.116

You find it difficult? I don’t find it difficult, but that’s probably because I

grew up with it. I think a lot gets lost in the translation since there are

some words that just don’t really have translations. Even if you take the

simplest words like imk and itk: Everyone thinks that this means “moth-

er” and “father,” and that’s true. But neither of those words really give you

a sense of what it’s like when everyone is connected to each other thro u g h

formal relations. There’s no context to place these words when you have

to start saying “the son of my sister of my father . . .”! Whereas we would

just say p u . . . and you say it knowing that everyone is connected to

everyone else in some important way.117

M e r k u l o v a ’s response was a laurel branch to the uninitiated, but she also

reminds us why kinship became such a regnant and often dazzling way of accessing

other people’s worlds, promising at once an objective force of reason and a hopeful

113 Claude Lévi-Strauss, “The Structural Study of Myth,” in his Structural Anthropology (New

York: Basic Books, 1963), 206–231.
114 Shternberg in Smoliak, Etnicheskie protsessy, 86.
115 See the interview with Merkulova in the Afterword.
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117 Ibid.
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insight into subjective lives. Shternberg’s own evolution of thought on Gilyak kin-

ship reminds us that the elegance of kinship constructions can sometimes be mis-

guiding. As Greg Urban has noted, “Kinship terms seem to us to be closely related

to one another—pieces of a jigsaw puzzle—because we, in fact, treat them that way

in our discourse practices.”1 1 8 Hence, when Lévi-Strauss wrote, “A human group need

only proclaim the law of the marriage of the mother’s brother’s daughter for a vast

cycle of reciprocity between all generations and lineages to be organized, as harmo-

nious and ineluctable as any physical or biological law,” harmony may have also been

in the eye of the beholder.119 Gilyak marriage rules were evidently not only difficult

for Gilyaks themselves to follow, Gilyaks may never have followed them as re l i-

giously as Shternberg avowed.

In the decades of Sovietization that followed Shternberg’s first drafts of Social
O rg a n i z a t i o n , the kinds of local knowledge and social circumstances that made

Gilyak marriage rules possible have long since been transformed. As the Nivkh ethno-

grapher Galina Dem’ianovna Lok blurted out when we both sat sequestered in the

confines of a North Sakhalin oil town in 1995, reading the entire text aloud to each

other for review, “You would have to have a head bigger than an entire House of

Soviets to understand this!” And yet for all the passage of practice, to some Nivkhi

even the most complicated of marriage rules have not lost, in Shtern b e rg ’s words fro m

Chapter 4, their “mnemonic-adjudicating force.” To historians of anthro p o l o g y,

S h t e rn b e rg ’s work invites us to re flect on one people’s experience of being re p re-

sented through a language of kinship that became the discipline’s flagship idiom in

the 20th century. To Gilyaks a century after Shtern b e rg first came and went, he off e r s

a portrait of lives once lived, and the terms of address that still reconstitute that

world.
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